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Title: People of the Philippines vs. Mario Rivera

Facts:
On October 19, 1989, a tragic event occurred at the El Gusto Restaurant and Folk House in
Aparri,  Cagayan,  which  led  to  the  death  of  Remely  Padios,  a  security  guard  of  the
establishment.  Mario Rivera and Venancio Mercado, Jr.,  who had been drinking in the
restaurant, were involved in an altercation with Padios after creating a disturbance by
breaking bottles. This altercation eventually led to Mario Rivera fatally stabbing Padios.
Emma Rival, a singer at the restaurant, provided eyewitness testimony, which led to the
arrest and indictment of Rivera and Mercado for murder.

Issues:
1. Whether the trial court committed an error in dismissing the appellant’s alibi and finding
him guilty of murder.
2. Whether the judge, who was not present during part of the trial, could render a valid
decision based on the stenographic notes.
3. Whether appellant Mario Rivera acted under the justifying circumstance of self-defense.
4. Whether the prosecution failed to establish the presence of qualifying circumstances such
as evident premeditation and treachery.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court modified the decision of the lower court, convicting Mario Rivera of
homicide rather than murder. While Rivera admitted to the stabbing, the self-defense claim
was rejected due to Rivera not suffering any injuries and the positions of the stab wounds
indicated that the victim was attacked from behind, suggesting no reasonable necessity for
the means employed. The Court also noted that Rivera fled the scene, which negated any
indication of self-defense. As for treachery, the Court found no evidence of a deliberate and
conscious choice of method to ensure safety from retaliation. Evident premeditation was
similarly not proven, as there was no showing of how and when the plan to kill was hatched.
Therefore, Rivera was sentenced to an indeterminate penalty of 10 years of prision mayor to
17 years and 4 months of reclusion temporal.

Doctrine:
The Supreme Court reiterated the doctrine that self-defense must be proved with clear and
convincing evidence covering all elements of the defense. If an accused admits the killing,
the alleged act of self-defense demands a higher order of proof. The Court also emphasized
that treachery must be based on conclusive evidence, highlighting the importance of not
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assuming its presence without clear proof.

Historical Background:
The case underscores the issues of violence fueled by alcohol and pride, common societal
concerns within Philippine communities. It showcases the criminal justice system’s response
to such incidents, with the Supreme Court ensuring that the law’s requirements for murder
are  scrupulously  observed,  safeguarding the constitutional  rights  of  the  accused while
balancing the interests of justice and society.


